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The dog obeyed.

New Words

What do these new 
words mean? Ask 
your teacher  
or use your  
dictionary.

army

attack

The dog is attacking the girl.

fight / fighter

chief

Everyone listened to the chief.
People in the army have to 

wear green and brown.

The girls are fighting.  
They are good fighters.

obey

island

It is an island. 

save

ship

They went on a ship.

'Let us go!'

Let us go!

Sit!

Verbs
Present Past
fly  flew
fight fought
take took

A cat killed a small animal.

kill

They captured the animals.

capture

Please  
save me!
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CHAPTEr onE
A new land

Hiccup was a young Viking. He lived with his dad, 

Stoick, on the island of Berk. A long time ago, 

dragons were a big problem, but now Vikings 

and dragons never fought. Hiccup loved his 

dragon, Toothless.

Hiccup was with Astrid and their dragons. 

They flew away from Berk. ’Look, Astrid! A new 

land,’ Hiccup said. ’Let’s go and see it.’ 

Hiccup looked down and saw a Viking ship. 

The Vikings wanted to capture their dragons!  
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‘Stop! What are you doing?’ Hiccup shouted. 

‘I’m Eret,’ cried one of the Vikings. ‘I capture 

dragons for Drago’s army.’

Eret attacked, but Hiccup and Astrid flew away 

on their dragons. 

‘Drago is going to take all your dragons!’ Eret 

shouted after them.

Back on Berk, Hiccup talked to his dad, 

the Viking chief.

‘Drago has a dragon army?’ Stoick asked. 

‘Help me save Berk!’ 

But Hiccup wanted to talk to Drago first. 

‘You can’t talk to Drago,’ Stoick said. ‘He’s 

a very bad man.’ 
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1 Answer these questions. Write the names.
 a) Who is Hiccup’s girlfriend? ...........................

 b) Who is Hiccup’s dad? ...........................

 c) Who is Hiccup’s mum? ...........................

 d) What is the name of Hiccup’s dragon? ...........................

 e) Who is the Viking chief? ...........................

 f) Who captures dragons? ...........................

 g) Who has a dragon army? ...........................

2 True (✓) or False (✗)? Write in the box.
 a) The Vikings on Berk don’t love dragons. 

 b) Dragons can live happily with people. 

 c) Dragons can fly. 

 d) Dragons obey Alpha dragons. 

 e) Valka doesn't like dragons.  

 f) Drago wants to attack Berk. 

 g) Baby dragons obey Alpha dragons.  

After you read Puzzle time!

Where’s the popcorn?
Look in your book.  
Can you find it?

1 Colour the dragon. Then write the colours. 

2 Do the maze. Which dragon goes to the island?

A

B

C

D

Astrid ....................

....................
....................

....................

....................

....................green
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